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	Organization Development at Work: Conversations on the Values, Applications, and Future of OD, 9780787969639 (078796963X), Pfeiffer, 2003
SHARE IN THE POWER, PURPOSE, AND PRACTICE OF OD
Organization Development at Work–a title in The Practicing OD Series–is a collection of conversations among leaders, practitioners, and educators in the organization development (OD) field. Throughout the book experienced professionals share their best thinking about principles, practices, values, and the future of OD. In this valuable resource, nearly 100 contributors share their operating principles, successful models, tools, application tips, and important insights from their years of practice.      

Written for organization development practitioners, consultants, and anyone who is considering a career in OD, Organization Development at Work highlights the points of view that define the "values controversy" so you will be better able to clarify your own position on values-based work. As you read contributors’ stories, you will be able to compare your career path with others in the field. In addition, this book offers perspective on the debate about global work, with advice for practitioners seeking to do work on foreign soil. You will feel as if you are in a conversation with friends, mentors, and colleagues who are freely sharing their experiences, questions, and concerns.     

About the Author
   Margaret Wheatley is a co-founder of the Berkana Institute and author of the best-selling books, Leadership and the New Science and A Simpler Way.
     Robert Tannenbaum was a founder of the field of organization development. He was affiliated with such organizations as NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science, the University of California, and the Organization Development Network.
     Paula Yardley Griffin is a consultant, author, and editor. Since 1997 she has been the editor of the newsletter, Consulting Today.  
     Kristine Quade is a consultant with Quantum Change Associates, editor for the Pfeiffer Practicing OD Series, and coauthor of The Conscious Consultant from Pfeiffer.     

Organization Development Network (OD Network) is a vital learning community that develops, supports, and inspires practitioners and enhances the body of knowledge in human organization and systems development.       
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Globalization of Financial Institutions: A Competitive Approach to Finance and BankingSpringer, 2013

	This peer-reviewed volume from the Society for the Study of Business and Finance, discusses current issues in globalization and financial system from an international political and economic perspective. Contemporary instruments and actors in the global financial system are specially analyzed...


		

Access Technologies: Dsl and Cable (Executive Briefings in Key Technologies)McGraw-Hill, 2001
At the end of 2005, the Reporting Services development team had some tough decisions to make. Unlike most of the SQL Server development team, who had been working on the 2005 release for close to five years, it had only been a year and a half since we shipped the first version of Reporting Services. In that same timeframe, we shipped two service...


		

Homicide in the Biblical WorldCambridge University Press, 2004
"...a fine scholarly endeavor suited for other critical scholars and graduate students...addresses many interesting topics connected to laws concerning homicide." - Catholic Biblical Quarterly, Robert Karl Gnuse, Loyola University    

       Homicide in the Biblical World analyzes the treatment of homicide in the Hebrew Bible...




	

A Practical Introduction to Computer Architecture (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2009
This book blends traditional teaching approaches with the use of mathematics, together with the use of a hardware description language and a concrete processor as vehicles for "hands-on" modelling and experimenting with digital logic and processor design. This unique approach encourages readers to derive their own conclusions via...

		

Wireless Receiver Design for Digital CommunicationsSciTech Publishing, 2012

	There have been two paradigm shifts since we wrote the first edition of this book. The

	first major shift is that the world is now full of digital signals. Commercial television

	and radio have changed from analog to digital formats. Cellular telephone signals are

	digital, and even video baby monitors transmit digital signals....

		

Digital Video and Audio Broadcasting Technology: A Practical Engineering Guide (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2010

	"Digital Video and Audio Broadcasting Technology – A Practical Engineering Guide" deals with all the most important digital television, sound radio and multimedia standards such as MPEG, DVB, DVD, DAB, ATSC, T-DMB, DMB-T, DRM and ISDB-T. The book provides an in-depth look at these subjects in terms of practical experience. In...
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